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PRACTICE
STRATEGIES FOR
CHANGING PARENTAL
BEHAVIOR
-by Patricia M" Crittenden
I eaching parents new skills is a diffi

cult task. Program evaluation, which iden
tifies programs that work, rately indicates
which aspects ofthose programs were most
effective This article will focus on five
commonly-used strategies for helping
mothers change aspects of theil parenting
behavior The strategies evaluated were (1)
positive reinforcement, (2) demonstration!
modeling, (3) self··rating, (4) role-playing,
and (5) instructional booklets.. SUiprisingly,
some of these were not only ineffective but
actually counterproductive.

The setting for testing the effective
ness of these instructional strategies was a
parent group Over a period of three years,
107 mothers, most of whom abused and/or
neglected their children, participated in the
parent group Data on theil behavior with
their children were used to evaluate the
effectiveness of each strategy. Before each
parent group meeting, each mother was vid
eotaped briefly playing with her child. Dur
ing the subsequent meeting, she viewed her
tape along with those of the other mothers;
the group leader used the viewing to cany
out a teaching strategy .

The tapes were later coded for mater
nal and child behavior by research assistants
who were blind to the identiry and maltr'eat
ment status of the mothers, the date and
orderofthe tapes, the intervention used, and
the hypotheses tested The code focused on
discrete behaviors, coded sequentially, such
as smile, speak, demand, correct, comply,
etc
Positive reinforcement

The first strategy used and tested was
direct and modeled positive reinforcement
For thirteen weeks, the mothers were rein
forced for behavior which was sensitively
responsive to their child's signalS Insensi
tivebehavior was ignored. Mothersnot only
receivedreinfoI'cementfortheirownbehav
ior, they also observed other mothers being
reinforced for similar behavior

At the end of thr'ee months, the tapes
were coded and early tapes compared with
later tapes. There was absolutely no evi·
dence of change in any maternal behavior
across the three-month period of interven
tion. It was concluded that sensitive respon
siveness was too complex and variable a
behavior to be identified by the mothers as
the focus of reinforcement..
Demonstration/modeling

More powerful procedures were
clearly needed A series of tests ofinterven
tion strategies was begun, On several occa
sions, the group leader, taking a more in-
structional role, demonstrated a positive,
skill-building activity with a child and, us-

ing a videotape of her perfomrance, dis
cussed the interaction with the mothers.

Comparisons of the mothers' video
taped behavior with theirchildrenbefore the
demonstration with similar behavior one
week after the demonstration revealed that
the mothers had become more demanding,
intrusive, and punitive and less gentle and
pleasant Apparently, the mothers tried to
duplicate the demonstrator's skilled perfor
mance without recognizing that the
demonstrator's skill depended upon sensi
tive reading of, and response to, the child's
signals
Self-"ating

Another strategy was tried and tested.
Before viewing their tapes, mothers were
givenaset oftwo or three questions, such as:
Did you face your baby? Did you smile at
hirnfher? Did you talk to hirnfher? The
mothers were asked to answer these ques
tions privately as they viewed theil own
tape Discussion was kept brieferthan usual
in order to facilitate observation The moth
ers were reminded several times to rate their
own tapes After just one week, before-and
after comparison showed that the follow-up
tapes were much improved with respect to
the behaviors on the self-rating sheet In
addition, sometimes related behaviors im
proved simultaneously: for example, moth·
ers who faced theil babies also talked and
smiled more (Crittenden and Snell, 1983)
Role-playing

In other attempts to change mother's
parentingbehavior, the groupleaderand one
parent role modeled an activity.. Filst, the
group leader pretended to be a mother The
group member pretended to be her child
Mter they had enacted a sequence (e g.,
playing ball, bringing a toy to mommy), the
leader asked the "child" how what the
"mommy" had done had made the "child"
feet Then the former "child" became the
"mommy" and a new "child" was selected
hom the group As "children," the mothers
reveled in being obstreperous; with discus·
sion, they easily recognized what in the
"mother's" behavior had ilritated them and
given them license to be difficult

Again after just one week, pre-post test
of mothers' videotaped behavior with their
children showed consistent increases in
positive behavior and reductions in undesir'··
able behavior Moreover, theil children
were more cooperative in the tapes taken
after the role playing.
Ins'l7uctional booklets

Finally, the effectiveness of instruc
tional booklets about parent-child relation
ships was assessed intwo ways. One was the
videotaping procedure The tapes made one
and two weeks after the distribution of the
booklets were compared to those made be
fore the distribution. There were no differ
ences in maternal and child behavior This
was true even though the booklets were
written in simple langnage, illustrated, and
discussed in the group meeting

Ontheotherhand,more informal analy
sis of the use ofthe booklet alone suggested
some detrimental effects, Several protective
service workers noted that some abusive
mothers were citing the infOImation in the
booklet (which was given by the hospital to
all new mothers) as evidence that theil be
haviorwas COIrect, Forexample, one mother
and her husband engaged in a dispute over
the mother's overfeeding of the baby. The
mother asserted, "You should always feed a
babywhenhecries. Ihebookletsaysso!" A
number of such instances highlighted the
rigid mothers' search for prescriptives re,"
garding the "right" way to rear children and
theilpropensity for applying advice which is
generally correct to the wrong specific situ
ation The problem was not the advice but
rather the mothers' lackofjudgmentregard
ing its use. This suggested a danget in
offering educational services to abusive
mothers who lack judgement regarding its
application, Therapeutic services or seI-·
vices focused on helping mothers interpret
child behavior and evaluate conflictual situ·
ations may be more appropriate. Neglectful
mothers did not misapply instructional in
fmmation, as abusive mothers did; rather,
they seemed unable to benefit from it at all
Conclusions

What do these findings say about how
to change maternal behavior? First, ap
proaches in which parents arepassive recipi
ents of the technique (e.g., positive rein
forcement, demonstration/modeling, and
instructional materials) were both ineffec
tive and sometimes counterprOductive
These techniques are, however, generally
the least difficult for professionals to imple
ment, the least expensive to deliver, and the
most easily used with large groups..

Second, effective strategies involved
dil'ect work with each parent and the oppor
tunity for each to exercise judgment and
receive feedback on that judgment in a non
threatening context. The evidence suggested
that even the models and examplesprovided
should be only a litrle better than the moth
ers' own behavior. Expert models were too
complex and intimidating for the mothers; in
trying to match such models, the mothers
became coercive with theil children and
insensitive to their cues .Using other, slightly
more competent mothers as models, was
more effective"

These fmdings emphasize the impor
tance of small groups with individualized
intervention to abusing and neglectful moth
ers and suggest the inappropriateness of
offering maltreating simple parent educa
tion and large group interventions
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